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Ep. #11861



 Craig tries to convince Carly to allow him to publicize her wedding, but she adamantly refuses. Later, Molly fills Carly in that Rosanna knows about her funding the new Burn Unit. Carly promises to help keep Rosannas mouth shut but putting Craig to the task. Molly is touched when Mike gives her a key to his house. At the hospital, Hal calls Jack to ask him to take over the fire investigation and arrest Aaron. Jack doesnt think there is enough evidence to arrest Aaron yet, but agrees to pursue it. Meanwhile, Alison warns Aaron and Lucy that the cops are after him and he decides to go to the Old Mill to spare Holden and Lily from having another scene in their house. Jack goes to question Lucy and when Craig realizes that she is with Aaron, he calls her and demands that she come home. Aaron wants Lucy to go so she wont see him get arrested and she agrees, but asks Alison to keep her up to date. Later, Will has another seizure. Hal finds out that Jack never got the warrant for Aarons arrest and calls Jessica to get the warrant himself. At the Lakeview, Paul instructs Jessica to get in touch with Marshall or hell expose their affair. He meets with Brandy and says that he no longer needs her help. Brandy reports back to Marshall, who informs her that he doesnt need her anymore either. Jessica tells Marshall that she wants to continue their relationship. He reveals that he thinks Paul still has the videotape and plans to use it against them. 

Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
14 October 2002, 14:00
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